of the motion of a charged quantum-mechanical particle [2] . Since no extremal path exists, it is assumed that the particle "diffuses" preferentially along those paths for which its physical magnitude changes the least. Meaningful physical predictions arise only when the particle field is multiplied by its Weyl conjugate to produce a scale-invariant number. This accounts for the quadratic character of the probability density in quantum mechanics. In the special case when the Weyl field does allow preferred motion, that motion is governed by the Lorentz force law.
To be convincing, the scope of any such model must be broadened to include many-particle systems and the remaining two fundamental forces. The natural first step in this generalization is to extend the symmetry group to the conformal group and look in detail at its gauge theory. It is well known that the conformal group is the maximal group of transformations which leaves relative lengths invariant, while allowing scale changes.
In the present work, we will be overtly concerned with establishing the form of the action in conformal gauge theory. Indeed, we succeed in extending to all possible scale-invariant actions some properties that characterized 
A'=du'+u'co, '+u'W (=T' when u'=e'), (4) A '= du '+ U'co, ' - 
To demonstrate our claim, we first consider the conformal group curvature two-forms A constructible from the conformal connection one-form 
In these expressions, the gauge field u"' has been identified with the vierbein e"'.u"'and its inverse u, (31) Returning to the discussion at the beginning, we consider the possibility of finding additional symmetry in the gauging of the full conformal group. An additional SU (2) or SU (3) Had we chosen u'=e' instead, u' could have been eliminated. In a subsequent paper [5] , we will explore this P K symmetry in detail and take a fresh look at gauging the conformal group in an attempt to preserve this additional symmetry explicitly.
